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Facts about Folsom Facts about Folsom 
ReservoirReservoir
•• 1,000,000 acre1,000,000 acre--foot reservoir on the foot reservoir on the 

American RiverAmerican River

•• Approximately 500,000 AF of flood storage Approximately 500,000 AF of flood storage 
reservationreservation
–– adjusted based on storage in upstream adjusted based on storage in upstream 

reservoirsreservoirs

•• Currently, low outlet capacity Currently, low outlet capacity ≅≅ 35,000 cfs35,000 cfs
–– with proposed modifications, will be > with proposed modifications, will be > 

115,000 cfs115,000 cfs

•• ““NonNon--damagingdamaging”” release is 115 000 cfsrelease is 115 000 cfs
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ForecastForecast--based Advance based Advance 
ReleaseRelease
Why Advance Release?Why Advance Release?

•• BothBoth the size of the flood control pool the size of the flood control pool andand the the 
operation of the reservoir determine flood operation of the reservoir determine flood 
protection. protection. 

•• If a reservoir is drawn down in advance of a If a reservoir is drawn down in advance of a 
flood event, there will be a larger flood storage flood event, there will be a larger flood storage 
pool to contain that event.pool to contain that event.

•• Acting in response to Acting in response to forecastsforecasts of streamflow of streamflow 
would allow more time to effect a drawwould allow more time to effect a draw--down.down.
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““Base CaseBase Case”” OR, where are we OR, where are we 
now?now?
Current Operation of Folsom ReservoirCurrent Operation of Folsom Reservoir
•• Currently there is no Currently there is no ““advance releaseadvance release”” based based 

on forecasts on forecasts —— not in the Reservoir Regulation not in the Reservoir Regulation 
manualmanual

•• Only act based on precipitation thatOnly act based on precipitation that’’s already s already 
““on the ground,on the ground,”” giving 12giving 12--18 hour lead18 hour lead--timetime

•• Use of forecasts, and so better use of the Use of forecasts, and so better use of the 
available flood storage space, can only available flood storage space, can only 
improveimprove flood protection.flood protection.But itBut it’’s not only flood protection wes not only flood protection we’’re re 

concerned with...concerned with...



ForecastForecast--based Advance based Advance 
ReleaseRelease
When do we use Advance Release?When do we use Advance Release?

•• Intending the Advance Release procedure to Intending the Advance Release procedure to 
be implemented for storms with about 1% be implemented for storms with about 1% 
exceedance probability or less (100exceedance probability or less (100--year or year or 
larger).larger).

•• HoweverHowever, it is likely that some smaller storms , it is likely that some smaller storms 
are forecasted as larger and so trigger Advance are forecasted as larger and so trigger Advance 
Release.Release.

–– Therefore, the likelihood of triggering Therefore, the likelihood of triggering 
Advance Release is greater than the Advance Release is greater than the 



Ways to be Wrong...Ways to be Wrong...

•• Small Forecast, Big EventSmall Forecast, Big Event
–– doesndoesn’’t trigger Advance Release, missed t trigger Advance Release, missed 

opportunityopportunity

•• Big Forecast, Bigger EventBig Forecast, Bigger Event
–– Advance Release, but smallAdvance Release, but small

•• Big Forecast, Small EventBig Forecast, Small Event ((““false alarmfalse alarm””))
–– Advance Release is too largeAdvance Release is too large

•• unnecessary impact downstreamunnecessary impact downstream
•• perhaps donperhaps don’’t refill reservoir t refill reservoir drawdowndrawdown

negative negative 
impactsimpacts

No worse than No worse than 
current operationscurrent operations



TradeoffsTradeoffs

•• There is a There is a direct tradeoffdirect tradeoff between flood between flood 
protection, and likelihood of negative impact  protection, and likelihood of negative impact  
((ieie, unnecessary damage, failure to refill), unnecessary damage, failure to refill)

•• As Advance Release becomes more As Advance Release becomes more 
aggressive, flood protection increases, and aggressive, flood protection increases, and 
the risk of negative impact increases.the risk of negative impact increases.

•• Likelihood of negative impact arises because Likelihood of negative impact arises because 
forecasts are uncertain (and also depends on our forecasts are uncertain (and also depends on our 
confidence in them)confidence in them)..
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Advance Release StrategyAdvance Release Strategy

Components of a StrategyComponents of a Strategy

1)  Forecast Trigger to initiate Advance Release1)  Forecast Trigger to initiate Advance Release
–– when do we start?when do we start?

2)  Level of Advance Release2)  Level of Advance Release
–– how much do we release?how much do we release?

3)  Trigger to stop or decrease advance release3)  Trigger to stop or decrease advance release
–– at what point to we discontinue release when at what point to we discontinue release when 

forecasts change and predict a smaller event?forecasts change and predict a smaller event?



1) Trigger to Initiate1) Trigger to Initiate

When do we start the advance release?When do we start the advance release?
triggers are based on the NWS 3 to 5 day forecasttriggers are based on the NWS 3 to 5 day forecast

A)  peak flow greater than trigger valueA)  peak flow greater than trigger value

B)  event volume greater than trigger valueB)  event volume greater than trigger value

C)  forecast hydrograph causes release greater than C)  forecast hydrograph causes release greater than 
115,000 cfs 115,000 cfs (incorporates peak, volume and reservoir (incorporates peak, volume and reservoir 
level)level)

D)  probability of exceeding 115,000 cfs is greater D)  probability of exceeding 115,000 cfs is greater 
than trigger value (using USU ensemble and than trigger value (using USU ensemble and 
RRFM)RRFM)

combine combine 
with OR with OR 
conditioconditio
nn



2) Level of Advance Release2) Level of Advance Release

The Advance Release level can have a larger The Advance Release level can have a larger 
or smaller or smaller 

dependence on the forecastdependence on the forecast

•• Less dependence on forecastLess dependence on forecast::
set release to 25,000 cfs greater than inflowset release to 25,000 cfs greater than inflow

•• More dependence on forecastMore dependence on forecast::
set release based on the volume of set release based on the volume of 
forecasted inflow and the current reservoir forecasted inflow and the current reservoir 
levellevel

today, wetoday, we’’ll ll 
discuss this one...discuss this one...



Computation of ReleaseComputation of Release

Time

St
re

am
flo

w

Vfloodpool

Vrelease

Basically, must release at least the volume that Basically, must release at least the volume that 
will not fit will not fit 

in the flood pool.in the flood pool.

NoteNote: no : no 
implicatioimplicatio
n about n about 
timing of timing of 
release...release...



Computation of ReleaseComputation of Release

ExcessVolumeExcessVolume = = EventVolumeEventVolume -- SpaceAvailableSpaceAvailable
AdvanceReleaseAdvanceRelease == ExcessVolume ExcessVolume / / EventTime EventTime 
[[≤≤115,000 cfs115,000 cfs]]

–– When in the flood pool, the reservoir will be following When in the flood pool, the reservoir will be following 
flood operation rules for release.flood operation rules for release.

–– Release is dependent on current state of the Release is dependent on current state of the 
reservoir as well as the forecast of the event.reservoir as well as the forecast of the event.

–– When the lead time is longer, the necessary release When the lead time is longer, the necessary release 
is smaller. This allows the response to be gradual is smaller. This allows the response to be gradual 
as forecast develops, which provides the ability to as forecast develops, which provides the ability to 
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Aiming for Aiming for ““No ImpactNo Impact””

•• Would like to avoid impact on water supply and Would like to avoid impact on water supply and 
hydropower generation.hydropower generation.

•• Both of these functions would be no worse off if the Both of these functions would be no worse off if the 
reservoir reservoir endsends the event with at least the initial storage the event with at least the initial storage 
volume (or, at the top of the conservation pool).volume (or, at the top of the conservation pool).

change in storage = total inflow volume change in storage = total inflow volume -- total total 
release volumerelease volume

to end the event with a full conservation pool,to end the event with a full conservation pool,
total release  total release  ≤≤ total inflow total inflow + encroachment+ encroachment

•• But, what do we use as But, what do we use as ““total inflowtotal inflow”” from the from the 
forecast?forecast?



Aiming for Aiming for ““No ImpactNo Impact””
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To maintain refill probability To maintain refill probability pp, total release must , total release must 
be be 

less than inflow volume with exceedance less than inflow volume with exceedance 
probability probability pp..

dependant dependant 
on forecast on forecast 
variancevariance(or 50% exceedance)



99%99%--Exceedance volumeExceedance volume

There are various methods of computing an event There are various methods of computing an event 
volume volume 

with a particular exceedance probability...with a particular exceedance probability...

•• Connecting quantiles of the Normal distribution Connecting quantiles of the Normal distribution 
assumed from the flow/variance combination.assumed from the flow/variance combination.
–– An approximation.  The higher the serial An approximation.  The higher the serial 

correlation between 6correlation between 6--hour flows, the closer this is hour flows, the closer this is 
to correct.to correct.

•• Using USU forecast ensemble procedure.Using USU forecast ensemble procedure.
–– Sum the volume of each event hydrograph in the Sum the volume of each event hydrograph in the 

sample and determine parameters of a volume sample and determine parameters of a volume 
f



99%99%--Exceedance VolumeExceedance Volume
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3) Trigger to Stop Advance 3) Trigger to Stop Advance 
Release Release 

When the latest forecast predicts a smaller, When the latest forecast predicts a smaller, 
nonnon--triggering event, should the release be triggering event, should the release be 
decreased?decreased?

……only if the reservoir is now in danger of not only if the reservoir is now in danger of not 
refilling with that releaserefilling with that release……

–– If the volume from the existing release is If the volume from the existing release is 
less than the latest forecastless than the latest forecast’’s 99% s 99% 
exceedance inflow volume, release can exceedance inflow volume, release can 
continue.  continue.  

–– If not, release will decrease. If not, release will decrease. 
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Simulation of the StrategySimulation of the Strategy

•• Demonstrate the effectiveness of an Advance Demonstrate the effectiveness of an Advance 
Release Strategy, and approximate the Release Strategy, and approximate the 
impacts.impacts.

•• The variable with the greatest influence on the The variable with the greatest influence on the 
outcome of the strategy is the set of streamflow outcome of the strategy is the set of streamflow 
forecasts.forecasts.

–– The forecast series determines whether The forecast series determines whether 
Advance Release is triggered, and when, Advance Release is triggered, and when, 
and what release... and what release... 

•• To simulate the strategy for a single event, must To simulate the strategy for a single event, must 



A Set of ForecastsA Set of Forecasts
date/time forecast 1 forecast 2 forecast 3 forecast 4 forecast 5 forecast 6 forecast 7 forecast 8

1/1 04:00

1/1 10:00

1/1 16:00

1/1 22:00

1/2 04:00

1/2 10:00

1/2 16:00

1/2 22:00

1/3 04:00

1/3 10:00

1/3 16:00

1/3 22:00

1/4 04:00

1/4 10:00

1/4 16:00

1/4 22:00

1/5 04:00

1/5 10:00

1/5 16:00

1/5 22:00 … … …

TerminologyTerminology: : 
for this for this 
discussion, discussion, 
each column each column 
is called a is called a 
““seriesseries”” and and 
all of them all of them 
are a are a ““set.set.””



Generation of Synthetic Generation of Synthetic 
ForecastsForecasts
StreamflowStreamflow--component of Forecast:component of Forecast:
•• Ideally, a sample of forecast sets for a given event Ideally, a sample of forecast sets for a given event 

would be generated by a hydrologic model. would be generated by a hydrologic model. 
•• For this study, a sample of For this study, a sample of syntheticsynthetic forecast sets is forecast sets is 

generated statistically.generated statistically.
•• Each forecast series is based on the actual Each forecast series is based on the actual 

streamflow, multiplied by a random bias ~ N(0,streamflow, multiplied by a random bias ~ N(0,σσ) ) 
and shifted by a random time increment.and shifted by a random time increment.

•• The bias and timeThe bias and time--shift values have some positive shift values have some positive 
serial correlation within a forecast set, developed by serial correlation within a forecast set, developed by 
AR(1).AR(1).
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Generation of Synthetic Generation of Synthetic 
ForecastsForecasts
VarianceVariance--component of Forecast:component of Forecast:
•• Variance of the forecast is the factor that has the Variance of the forecast is the factor that has the 

greatest influence on the resultsgreatest influence on the results when release is when release is 
limited by the 99% volume for refill probability.limited by the 99% volume for refill probability.

•• Forecast flow variance is dependent upon leadForecast flow variance is dependent upon lead--
time, limb of hydrograph, magnitude of eventtime, limb of hydrograph, magnitude of event……

•• Data available to help estimate flow variance are Data available to help estimate flow variance are 
relativerelative--forecastforecast--errors from the 1997errors from the 1997--event, and event, and 
several test events from January 2001 (using SSseveral test events from January 2001 (using SS--
SAC model).SAC model).

•• For this study assumed standard deviation =For this study assumed standard deviation =



Events Simulated to Evaluate Events Simulated to Evaluate 
StrategyStrategy
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Simulation ProcedureSimulation Procedure

Summary:Summary:
•• When simulating a given event, need to When simulating a given event, need to 

represent the uncertainty about the set of represent the uncertainty about the set of 
forecasts that occurs.forecasts that occurs.

•• For each event, generate a sample of For each event, generate a sample of 
forecast sets.forecast sets.

•• Simulate reservoir operation with Advance Simulate reservoir operation with Advance 
Release for each set of forecasts.Release for each set of forecasts.

•• Evaluate the statistics of the outcomes.Evaluate the statistics of the outcomes.



Simulation ResultsSimulation Results

For For 1986 + 50%1986 + 50% event:event:
peak inflow = 264,160 cfspeak inflow = 264,160 cfs
event volume = 1,591,640 AFevent volume = 1,591,640 AF

Release statistics:Release statistics:
MaxMax RelRel.. (cfs)(cfs) probprob >> DrawdownDrawdown

(AF)(AF)
Refill Prob.Refill Prob.meanmean stst.dev..dev. 115,000115,000 meanmean stst.dev..dev.

99%          99%          118,094     5,183         30%             48,978    118,094     5,183         30%             48,978    
14,63914,639
95%95% 115,250     1,352           3%           166,801    115,250     1,352           3%           166,801    

33,99833,998



Simulation ResultsSimulation Results

For For 1986 + 50%1986 + 50% event:event:
peak inflow = 264,160 cfspeak inflow = 264,160 cfs
event volume = 1,591,640 AFevent volume = 1,591,640 AF

Release statistics:Release statistics:
MaxMax RelRel.. (cfs)(cfs) probprob >> DrawdownDrawdown

(AF)(AF)
Refill Prob.Refill Prob.meanmean stst.dev..dev. 115,000115,000 meanmean stst.dev..dev.

99%          99%          141,544  15,824         98%           106,973    141,544  15,824         98%           106,973    
20,24020,240
95%95% 115,688     2,381           8%           216,915    115,688     2,381           8%           216,915    

28,35428,354

Flood Pool Encroached Flood Pool Encroached 
100,000 AF100,000 AF



Some ResultsSome Results
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What WeWhat We’’ve Simulated...ve Simulated...

•• This simulation procedure has addressed the This simulation procedure has addressed the 
range of situations in which the forecasted range of situations in which the forecasted 
event event doesdoes occur, and is of a size for which occur, and is of a size for which 
Advance Release is intended.Advance Release is intended.

•• So far, it does not address situation in which So far, it does not address situation in which 
a large forecast triggers Advance Release for a large forecast triggers Advance Release for 
an event which turns out small.an event which turns out small.

–– ieie, situations which might impact water , situations which might impact water 
supply and hydropower generationsupply and hydropower generation



What is Needed...What is Needed...

•• In order to assess the impacts that might In order to assess the impacts that might 
occur due to this procedure, we need either:occur due to this procedure, we need either:
–– statistics on the rate of statistics on the rate of ““false alarmsfalse alarms”” (to (to 

compute impact)compute impact)
–– forecast time series for historical hydrology forecast time series for historical hydrology 

which includes which includes ““false alarmsfalse alarms”” (to simulate (to simulate 
impact)impact)

•• The NWS is working on both of these...The NWS is working on both of these...
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